Mergent offers an integrated solution for private and public company information, powered by insight from Dun & Bradstreet®, the world’s leading source of commercial information and insight on businesses. Mergent provides its rich history of global public companies to seamlessly review, report and download key content through its desktop application, Mergent Online™.

**Search:** Over 20 million records from over 200 countries through Mergent’s integrated easy-to-use interface, Mergent Online

**Build:** marketing list, business databases, fundraising lists

**Research:** competitive landscape, career opportunities, ownership relationships (family tree)

**Benefits**
- Target list generation
- Valuation (Mergers and Acquisitions)
- Industry benchmarking and analysis
- New market entry analysis
- Competitive benchmarking
- Job hunting Interview research
- Academic research
- Licensing research and analysis

### Database Features
- 20 million private companies
- 4 years of full financial information on over 350,000 global private companies in over 200 countries
- Sales Range: > $800,000 sales
- Employee Range: >100 employees
- Search across all data elements
- Build a report (to Excel™, mailing list)

### Key Company Information
- D-U-N-S® Number
- Parent Company Info and Link (Family Tree)
- Primary SIC and NAIC codes (Upto six codes)
- Line of Business
- Stock Ticker Symbol (US Only) - Global ticker requires additional fee and product alignment
- Ownership Demographics
- Registered Mailing Address and Telephone Number
- URL
- Location Type (HQ/Branch)
- Employee Count
- Latitude/Longitude
- Sales Volume
- Tradestyle "Doing Business As"

### Available on selected companies
- Full Financials including Sales Volume, Asset Volume and Net Worth on selected companies
- Executive Name and Title
- Executive Biography
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